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Technology is changing at a tremendously fast rate in every business sector, now it is essential for
everybody to update themselves according to the new trends. So, that they can stay ahead in this
competitive world. Samsung Smart Window screen is the latest example of the modern technology.
This device turns your window into a transparent interactive screen and this technology is taking
your business to a completely new level. And this technology also plays a very important role in
gaming entertainment sector. It is basically a dual purpose screens that provides both home viewing
and computer games or videos.  Most of the consumers have their interests in this technology and
ready to buy this transparent screens.

After the launch of Samsungâ€™s transparent smart TV plus, it has been noticed that many people are
interested in this technology and wants to buy this unique screen for themselves. Worlds most
popular game Angry Birds are also play on this screen and the crowd started to jump towards
Samsungâ€™s showrooms to get a demonstration of the worldâ€™s most popular game in a gadget
developed by worldâ€™s most popular company Samsung. Many different games are played on this
Samsung transparent LCD. This Samsungâ€™s Smart TV ES9000 has inbuilt sensors which detect your
gestures and the playing of the game becomes more exciting. This modern technology does not
have the phosphor dots present in Plasma TV, so colors are not created by using filters and you
have no need to worry about burn in problems. And this thing made a transparent LCD screen good
for playing video games.

With the amazing and unique features of Samsung transparent LCD many consumer wants to buy
this TV. There are companies available online who sell and builds transparent display screens to
their customers. Main feature of this screen is that it is very cost efficient because of their low
energy consumption. As you know, games are a very important source for entertainment. It is very
good source to kill your boredom and help you to make your mind refresh. With the help of
transparent screen, if you are watching TV and want to play games you can easily play it on your TV
with this new transparent screen technology. Here you can play any type of game like action, funny,
puzzle, arcade, fighting, racing and many more. Samsung LCD screen are available in various sizes
like 22 inch, 46 inch, etc.

So, Samsung transparent TV plays a very important role in gaming entertainment. And this screen
can be used both as TV and as computer also where you can use various applications like,
Facebook, twitter, etc. And it connects you and your family in and out of the home, and offer
amazing new content options personalized to your lifestyle and needs. Your kids are also stay busy
in playing games on transparent LCD screen. This is really a ultimate source for entertainment.
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Alex Fleischer - About Author:
TapTL is one stop shop for a Samsung transparent LCD screens, here they can build and sell a
transparent screen with multi functionality features to their customers.
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